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EVERPLAY IN-SITU REPAIR KIT INSRUCTIONS 

 
These instructions are for repairs to the EVERPLAY IN-SITU surface using our standard 
top rubber and our SF138(22) binder.   

The repair kit contains: 1 Gallon SF138(22) binder with MSDS sheet, 5 Gallon pail of 

our standard top rubber, protective gloves. 

 

CAUTION 
 

Ensure the pail containing the SF138(22) binder is tightly sealed.  Any exposure to 

moisture will cause the SF138(22) binder to foam and harden.  Be sure to wear the 

protective gloves provided and we recommend the use of protective clothing and 

eyewear as well (NOT PROVIDED). 

 

PROCEEDURE 

 
1. Prepare the damaged area by first cutting the edges of the hole square using a sharp 

Exacto knife and straightedge. 
 
2. Carefully apply a thin and even coat of the SF138(22) binder as a primer to the inside 

of the square edge.  Be careful not to get adhesive on the surrounding surfaces. 
 

 
3. Place rubber granules (without binder/adhesive) inside the damaged area to replace 

the base material that has been displaced.  Only fill the hole with loose granule up to 
the bottom of the existing bonded surface layer. 

 
4. Place some of the rubber granules into an empty plastic bag which will be used to mix 

the material in, filling it half way full.  This amount depends on the size of bag used to 
mix the material. 

 
 
5. Slowly add small amounts of the SF138(22) binder to the rubber in the mixing bag 

while moving the outside of the bag using your hand to mix the material until the 
mixture is a consistent terra cotta colour. 
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6. Repeat steps 4-5 until enough mix is made to fill the damaged areas flush to the 

existing surface and firm to the primed edge. 
 
7. Spread material with a flat trowel, making sure there is good contact with the primed 

square edge and lightly pat down with the trowel. 
 

 
8. Sprinkle the newly repaired surface lightly with HOT water without disturbing the fresh 

material.  Use a watering can or pump sprayer. 
 
9. Pat the material down well using the trowel until smooth and flush with the existing 

surface. 
 

10. Close off the area for 24 hours for curing to ensure a successful repair. 
 
      

If there are any questions, please contact Adam Huber at EVERPLAY 
International Inc. Tel: 416-410-3056 ext 4 

 


